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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the I-Share Network Zone Cataloging Advisory Group Recommendations Webinar. This is Ted Schwitzner of the CARLI Office. My colleague Nicole Swanson and I will provide you with a review of the recommendations, the philosophy behind them, and some of the details that you’ll need to know to put them into practice. Please be aware, we will not be providing in-depth, day-to-day workflows during this session. There are numerous options for cataloging and use of metadata in Alma, too many to cover in one hour. We hope to have more specifics on each of those options at a later time.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The I-Share Network Zone Cataloging Recommendations have been posted to the CARLI website at the address shown here. All links, URLs, and other documents that we refer to during today’s webinar are already posted there. We invite you to review this page and share any questions with CARLI at our support@carli.illinois.edu email address.These recommendations were developed with the advice of the Network Zone Cataloging Advisory Group, whose members are listed here on the left of the screen. Advisory group members, along with some of their colleagues, assisted with testing workflows and configurations for search and import settings, and raised important questions on the draft recommendations as they developed. Several CARLI staff members also contributed time and energy to the recommendations, and we also received support from Ex Libris, who has complimented CARLI on the thoroughness of our work. 

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/network-zone-guidelines


A record in the NZ:
• Is shared by one or more libraries that have local details (local 

extensions and inventory) attached
• May be maintained centrally (e.g., authority control) or 

collaboratively (enhanced by members)
• Does not determine whether resource is discoverable

• Primo VE looks at record suppression
• IZ and NZ records are covered by "All I-Share Libraries" scope

• Does not determine whether resource may be requested or 
borrowed, and does not determine request promotion

• Ability to request/borrow covered by fulfillment rules and TOUs
• Request promotion determined by automated fulfillment network 

(AFN) rotas.

NETWORK ZONE ARCHITECTURE AND PRINCIPLES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have described in past webinars, the Alma Network Zone, or NZ, is a shared metadata repository and collaborative workspace that enables both centralized operations on configurations and data, and distributed or shared management of the data held there. The NZ contains bibliographic records only. These records are shared among all institutions that have data linked from their institution zone, or IZ. I should note that the words “share” and “link” are often used interchangeably with respect to Network Zone activities. In a collaborative network environment such as I-Share, the Network Zone supports a few different basic architectures. One of these requires that all bibliographic data are stored in the NZ; another allows that a majority of bib data are shared in the NZ, with some selected cases of records being allowed for institution-only retention. Following our existing history with Voyager, CARLI is adopting this latter approach, as sharing data and the upkeep of that data is a core part of CARLI’s identity and values.Having a record in the NZ enables shared functionality, such as the ability to do centralized authority control on shared bibs, or the ability to update description and access points once for a record rather than multiple times. However, a library does not need to share a record to the NZ for it to be discovered by other I-Share library users, nor for those users to request or borrow the resource represented by that record. Both Primo VE and the automated fulfillment network have functionality that are aware of both IZ and NZ metadata.



1. Your library's records extracted from Voyager
2. Your library's records load to your IZ.

– 957, 958; other local extensions added per migration form
– 019$a copied to 035$z(OCoLC)
– Holdings records modified per location sheet of migration form

3. P2E conversion moved your URLs into portfolios (which 
replaced MFHDs)

4. IZ bibs were matched to NZ bibs using OCLC numbers in 
the 035$a and/or 035$z

– If a match was made, you inherited the shared NZ bib record
– If no matches, or too many, your IZ bib is unlinked.

ALMA MIGRATION OVERVIEW
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Of course, the Network Zone does not get created from nothing. Ex Libris has recommended that CARLI use the existing I-Share union catalog to as the starting point for our new NZ. CARLI staff are currently working on this effort, and the union catalog will be provided to Ex Libris during the production migration, just as we will provide your Voyager data to them.Following the migration of Voyager metadata into Alma, your records will be processed for print-to-electronic, or P2E, conversion. As you’ve heard discussed in past webinars, this process converts holdings for electronic resources into an electronic inventory type called a portfolio. These data display similarly to holdings data in Primo VE and enacts Alma’s link resolver functionality.After that, your institutions bibliographic records will be linked to the network zone records. Matches are made using OCLC record numbers only. Once the records are linked, the data you see in your institution will be the data found in the network. That is, you’ll see the bib contributed from the union catalog.



NZ1. CARLI recommends that all libraries have their IZ bib 
records linked to the bib records loaded to the NZ. This allows 
the NZ to facilitate collaborative technical services that reduces 
cataloging overhead at member institutions by gathering record 
enhancement and authority control activities to the network 
space.
• Resource sharing includes collaboration on technical services, 

and should create opportunities for better data in all IZs.
• Central and distributed authority control
• Bulk replacement of updated records from other sources (e.g., 

WorldCat Updates) once rather than multiple times
• Identification of resources held by multiple libraries from the 

Alma bib
• Improve the return on investment in data and in Alma

SO WHY THE HYPE?
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Presentation Notes
The resulting Network Zone is an environment where I-Share libraries may share not only data but the effort of producing and maintaining this data. This is not a new concept for libraries in general or even for our consortium. In fact, most of these recommendations are informed heavily from CARLI’s existing Cooperative Cataloging Guidelines. Many libraries’ existing workflows rely on the use of records shared by other members, and we expect that will continue. Our first recommendation is based on the idea that all I-Share libraries will get the best return on investment when all eligible records are shared through the NZ. That said, we still allow libraries flexibility to retain some records only at the institution level, acknowledging that these records will be excluded from any shared benefits.



NZ2. CARLI recommends that, prior to migration, a library 
identify any institutional records containing descriptions of 
unique details specific to local holdings.
• Shared bib record may not completely or effectively describe 

unique copies of resources
• Options for local, copy-specific data include holdings records 

and Alma local extensions (see NZ9)

 More on this recommendation in a while

RECOMMENDATION NZ2: PLANNING FOR INSTITUTION-SPECIFIC DATA
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Presentation Notes
Our second recommendation addresses one of the scenarios for maintaining institution-specific data. Many members have special collections that contain unique copies of resources; items where shared records do not provide fullest picture of what the library holds, and where adding those local details to the shared record would change the nature of the shared description. Alma provides tools for storing local, copy-specific details in the same shared record, which will focus on in recommendation 9. In this recommendation, we are advising libraries to identify if they have any local descriptive practices, whether for special collections or other materials, and begin to identify how that data should be adapted with the Network Zone in mind. We will discuss options for this recommendation later in the webinar.



NZ3. CARLI recommends and expects that libraries will relink 
their unlinked records to the NZ and improve the shared record 
at the earliest possible opportunity.
NZ4. CARLI recommends using match methods based on the 
original system record number (MARC Bib 035 values) when 
adding new records to the NZ, and when sharing or relinking IZ 
records to the NZ. Libraries may opt to limit matching to the 
OCLC number only. These match methods are named in Alma 
as:

– 035 (Other System Identifier) Match Method
– Unique OCLC Identifier Match Method

LINKING/SHARING TO THE NZ: RECOMMENDATIONS NZ3 - NZ4
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Recommendation three acknowledges that the work involved in recommendation two may take some time to complete, and that libraries may need time to adjust their workflows for sharing metadata. Mainly, we want to reinforce the ideal from recommendation number one that all records should be shared if possible.Recommendation four addresses how we currently think record sharing and linking should be done. Alma provides multiple options for record matching. In Voyager terms, we would be talking about duplicate detection. Some of these options go a bit beyond what we have used in building the I-Share union catalog, and most need more study. Therefore we recommend that libraries only share bibs to the NZ using original system number data, that being data found in Bib 035s; or more explicity, only on OCLC number.This is an area where we will have more workflow documentation in the future.



NZ5. Records that represent resources meeting one or more of 
the following criteria may remain unlinked from the NZ 
indefinitely, and be searchable only in the Alma IZ:

– Records that you are contractually prohibited from sharing
– Personal reserve materials
– Equipment
– Temporary collections
– Interlibrary loans from outside of I-Share
– Order records; especially records for unacquired resources
– Withdrawn/deaccessioned resources

NOT ALL RECORDS ARE MEANT TO BE SHARED: RECOMMENDATION NZ5
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It might pass as implied that most of our shared records will be OCLC WorldCat bibliographic records. However, libraries obtain records from multiple sources, and some records will be created on demand in Alma. Not all of these records will be suitable for sharing. Recommendation five acknowledges the different types of data that may be kept at the IZ level without judgment.Note in particular that if you receive records from a source that prohibits you from sharing those records with libraries that are not customers of that source or service, you should plan to keep such records in your institution only. Other categories of records listed here are not inherently prevented from being part of the NZ. It’s conceivable that some of these records might be welcome by different library staff who may see the data in Alma in different workflows. It’s fair to say that we don’t know all of the rules or nuances for doing so at this time.



NZ6. CARLI recommends that libraries search the NZ at the 
time of cataloging using Alma’s Network tab for appropriate 
catalog copy for resources. When possible for your given 
workflow, use an appropriate record from the NZ. If you import a 
record from external sources, when linking your record to an 
existing NZ record, take care to replace or merge data using the 
method that preserves the best form of the record.
• Awareness of record's existence
• Prevent duplication
• Prevent overwriting high quality
• Encourage overwriting lesser description

WORKFLOW ADJUSTMENTS: RECOMMENDATION NZ6
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The next three recommendations address two important aspects of incorporating network zone data into your new Alma workflows. In recommendation six, we ask libraries to be aware of the records that are present in the NZ as they start various technical services processes, whether copy cataloging or creating orders or reserves. Some libraries have historically started with the most appropriate union catalog record for their own internal workflows, so this recommendation should not be new to them. For other libraries, this may be a new idea.The shared bibliographic record in the NZ is and should be dynamic, always improving. Some libraries will contribute to the record directly through the Alma metadata editor. Other libraries will choose to import bib records from OCLC or from a vendor. It will be incumbent on library staff to be aware of edits or imports may change an existing record, and to do what is possible to maintain a high quality record.



NZ7. CARLI recommends that libraries will enhance shared NZ 
records whenever possible with descriptive details and access 
points that improve discovery for all I-Share users. Record 
enhancements made in Alma should also be made in WorldCat
whenever possible to save the time of the next cataloger, improve 
automated updates, and preserve enhancements for future 
reclamations.
• Updating and enhancing records improves everyone's records

• Notes: Summaries, TOCs, Awards, Performers
• Subjects, Series, Authorized Access Points
• Linked Data
• Corrections

ENHANCING RECORDS: RECOMMENDATION NZ7
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Recommendations seven and eight incorporate long-standing cooperative cataloging guidelines. First, we want to encourage libraries to enhance the shared NZ record whenever possible. This could be at the time of cataloging a new item in hand or at a maintenance opportunity. Enhancements may be to add notes, new subjects or other authorized access points, or new fields, as well as make corrections. These should be details that would apply to any institution’s copy of the work described, in keeping with descriptive cataloging standards.



NZ8. CARLI recommends that libraries make no changes to 
bibliographic records that will remove access points or diminish 
the description of the item. 

• Keep headings from different thesauri, foreign languages, genre terms, 
etc. 

• Do not make changes that will cause  a full bibliographic record to 
represent a work different from that originally described. 

• Relink your holdings to a more appropriate record if needed.
• Do not replace a given copy of a record with a copy that has a lesser 

brief level as assessed in Alma by CARLI’s brief record level rules. 

IF IT AIN'T BROKE, DON'T BREAK IT: RECOMMENDATION NZ8
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CARLI recommends that libraries make no changes to bibliographic records that will remove access points or diminish the description of the item. Keep accurate headings from different thesauri, foreign language headings, genre terms, etc. that other libraries’ users may find valuable. Do not make changes to a full bibliographic record that will cause the record to represent a work different from that originally described by the record. If the record does not accurately describe your item in hand, relink your holdings to a more appropriate record instead.Do not replace a given copy of a record with a copy that has a lesser brief level as assessed in Alma by CARLI’s brief record level rules. I’d like to share more about our CARLI set of brief level rules. 



CARLI BRIEF LEVEL RULES
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Brief levels are used in Alma to assign levels of record quality or fullness to bibliographic records in the NZ and your IZs. Brief Level Rules are a hierarchy of rules with level 01 indicating the briefest and 10 indicating the fullest records. **The rules have a really important role; they allow Alma to compare records during batch or manual imports (such as from OCLC Connexion) to help prevent a lower quality record from overlaying a higher quality record.When creating a consortial set of CARLI Brief Level Rules, we looked to the bibliographic record’s encoding levels in LDR position 17 to determine this hierarchy, just as we have done for the I-Share union catalog’s quality hierarchy. However, we have made several improvements to that hierarchy for Alma. This chart represents our consortial set of brief level rules approved by the I-Share Network Zone Cataloging Advisory Group. 



CARLI BRIEF LEVEL RULES FOR THE NZ AND IZ
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When setting these rules up in Alma, I first created the brief level rules for the NZ in the MD Editor using the syntax used for normalization rules, as you can see here in the image on the right. In the image on the left, the first brief level rule named CARLI_BriefLevels_BasedOnLDR is the NZ rule which has the NZ icon next to it. Then, I shared the NZ rule and copied it to all 91 I-Share libraries IZ visible here in the Brief Level rule named IZcopy_CARLI_BriefLevels_BasedOnLDR, which has the institution symbol next to it. *In both the NZ and your IZs, I’ve set this brief level rule as the default. These settings are important to be in place before the final production load to be sure the brief levels are automatically assigned to your bibliographic records during the final load. Please do not change these settings ahead of the load so they are applied.Note that these brief level rules were not assigned for the test load because the configuration was not yet in place. If you would like to set brief levels on your test load bibs in your Institution Zone sooner than the production load, it is possible to run a job to set the brief levels now. I’ll share additional slides and notes on how to do that along with this recording in case you would like to run this job. I’ve already run it for the Network Zone, so you can see brief levels in action.



1a. Create a Set of IZ titles using the Advanced Search:
All titles – Is linked – Equals – No

1b. Select Save Query, select set details

RUNNING THE BRIEF LEVEL JOB
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Here are the steps to set up the job:1a. First, create a set of titles in your IZ using the Advanced Search: All titles – Is linked – Equals – No.  b. From the results, select Save Query and name the logical set something identifiable like “IZ Bibs unlinked from NZ” and determine if this set should be private or available to anyone at your institution. 



2a. Run the job Identifying Brief Level

\

2b. Review and Confirm job details

RUNNING THE BRIEF LEVEL JOB (CONTINUED)
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2a. From Alma’s Admin menu, select Run a Job. On the Select Job to Run menu, select the “Identifying Brief Level” job.     On the Next screen, you are asked to select the set to run. In this example, we’ve created the set “IZ Bibs unlinked from NZ”.  b. On the Review and Confirm screen, review the job details then select Submit for processing to begin.



3. Review the job results: Admin – Monitor Jobs

RUNNING THE BRIEF LEVEL JOB (CONTINUED)
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3. Finally, review the job results on the Admin menu – Monitor Jobs. If it is still running, it will appear on the Running tab with the progress. Once completed, it will appear on the History tab.This is the history of the NZ job I ran to set brief levels on the NZ records. It understandably took a long time as the NZ is representative of all I-Share libraries bibs. You can view a report of the job by selecting the ellipses. Some records that did not process in the NZ job were those linked to the CZ. You shouldn’t have this problem with your IZ set if you use the query recommended in step 1.



View Brief Levels of an open bib record in the MD Editor:
Tools – Set Management Tags – Brief Level ##

IDENTIFYING BRIEF LEVELS
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If you open an NZ record in the MD Editor, you can view the brief levels assigned under: Tools > Set Management Tags > Brief Level number.In this image, we can see that LDR character position 17 of 8 is correctly assigned Brief Level 04 based on our CARLI brief level rules. Until the brief levels have been assigned to your IZ records either during the production load, or before if you run the brief levels job, they will by default be assigned Brief Level 01.



Imports Match profile setting: 
Do not override/merge a record with a lower brief version

HOW TO APPLY RECOMMENDATION NZ8
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When importing records, it is recommended that you configure the import profile to compare the records’ brief levels. This is a match actions setting called “Do not override/merge a record with a lower brief version”.When selected, this parameter will prevent Alma from overlaying a higher quality record with a lower quality record when an imported record overlays or merges with an existing record. Alma compares the brief level number (01-10) of the existing and imported records to make this determination. **Setting this parameter on your manual and batch imports is how you can locally apply the NZ8 recommendation.



NZ9. CARLI recommends that libraries apply Alma local 
extensions to their linked NZ bibliographic records, or use 
holding record notes fields to describe details that are unique to 
the institution’s copy.

– CARLI recommends that catalogers enter local, copy-specific 
data to the fields identified on the CARLI Local Extensions for 
Local, Copy-Specific Data,which follow specific MARC field 
definitions.

– CARLI recommends that libraries may use MARC tags 590-599, 
and 990-999 to define any institution-specific fields that do not 
fit the uses identified in the CARLI Local Extensions 
recommendations.

– CARLI recommends that libraries consider using MARC 
Holdings Record tags to retain institution-specific fields, if 
concerned about maintaining data in a system-agnostic format.

SAVING LOCAL, INSTITUTION-SPECIFIC DETAILS: RECOMMENDATION NZ9
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Earlier we mentioned that libraries have the option to store local, institution-specific details on the same NZ record other libraries may use. In Alma, these details may be stored in local extension fields. These fields are configured like standard MARC fields, and in many cases, you will use an existing field as the template for the extension. CARLI has established a list of prescribed uses for several local extension fields. Many of these are common sense adaptations, such as the 09X range for call numbers and the 69X range for subject headings. Other MARC tag ranges are offered for the use of added entry headings and notes fields. This list is still a work in progress as we identify fields that may benefit from having a common usage defined.CARLI will be leaving at least two ranges of tags open for libraries to define their own local uses. Right now, these are the 59X and 99X ranges. More ranges will be available after migration.Finally, libraries may benefit from recording local, copy-specific details in the MARC holding record.

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/cataloging/local_extensions


IDENTIFYING LOCAL EXTENSIONS IN USE

Local Extensions
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Local extensions may be identified on a record by the presence of the house icon to the left of a MARC tag. Your institution may already have some of these fields if you identified them in the test migration.



Adding local extensions in Alma after migration:

In the MD Editor, select Edit – Add Local Extension

Normalization jobs may be used to apply local extensions after 
migration, and also apply local extensions to new, imported records.

Reference: Network-Managed Records in a Network Zone

ADDING A LOCAL EXTENSION TO A RECORD
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To add a local extension while cataloging, one uses the edit menu of the metadata editor, then selects Add Local Extension. It is also possible to use normalization rules to add extension fields to records, both in the metadata editor, in Alma jobs, and during the import process.

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/100Managing_Multiple_Institutions_Using_a_Network_Zone/03_Managing_Records_in_Consortia/010Network-Managed_Records_in_a_Network_Zone#Adding_Local_Extensions_to_Bibliographic_Records_in_the_Network_Zone


• Linking to the NZ record is typically an ongoing benefit, allowing updates to 
the master record to benefit all institutions who have records linked.

• Institution- and copy-specific local data that exist in 
• holdings data in Voyager is preserved during migration
• bibliographic record fields 09X, 59X, 69X, 77X, 78X, and 950-999 during 

migration will transform into local extensions if designated in the migration 
questionnaire as fields containing local data. 

• Local extensions are visible only in the institution’s IZ when a record is linked to 
the NZ record.

• Before May 1, 2020, I-Share libraries can identify and move institution- and copy-
specific data from other bibliographic fields to holdings records or one of the 
bibliographic fields that can be designated as a local extension in order to retain 
that data in the IZ during the migration to Alma.

• Highly specialized bibliographic records containing item- or institution-
specific data too extensive to be reasonably preserved through local 
extension fields should consider the The Post-Migration Workflow to 
Restore Special Collections as an intended workaround.

APPLYING RECOMMENDATION NZ2, NZ9 AND THE POST-MIGRATION WORKFLOW
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Just to review, Linking to the NZ record is typically an ongoing benefit of the shared Network Zone environment and allows updates to the master record to benefit all institutions who have records linked.Institution- and copy-specific local data that exist in holdings data in Voyager is preserved during the migration. bibliographic record fields 09X, 59X, 69X, 77X, 78X, and 950-999 during the migration will transform into local extensions in the IZ if designated in the migration questionnaire as fields containing local data. Local extensions are visible only in the institution’s IZ when a record is linked to the NZ record.Before May 1, 2020, I-Share libraries can identify and move institution- and copy-specific data from other bibliographic fields to holdings records or one of the bibliographic fields that can be designated as a local extension in order to retain that data in the IZ during the migration to Alma.Libraries with highly specialized bibliographic records containing item- or institution-specific data too extensive to be reasonably preserved through moving data to local extension fields before May 1 might experience this data being replaced during migration if matching and linking occurs with a NZ master record lacking the item-specific data. The Post-Migration Workflow to Restore Special Collections is intended as a workaround for this specific scenario. 

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/sites/files/i-share/documentation/Post-Migration%20Workflow%20to%20Restore%20Special%20Collection%20Bibliographic%20Records.pdf


POST-MIGRATION WORKFLOW

Library
• Identify original Voyager bibs to be restored post-migration
• Request CARLI extract them (file an “Other” type WRO)

CARLI
• Extract Voyager records during Technical Freeze
• Library or CARLI pull OCLC # or 959s into Excel/Text file

Library
• Create an Alma itemized set using the Excel/Text file

Library
• Unlink the itemized set from the NZ (to IZ)

Library
• Import original Voyager records, overlaying IZ records

Library
• Assign a high cataloging permission level to the set 

The Post-Migration Workflow to Restore Special Collections
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I’ll be describing the basics of the Post-Migration Workflow, but step-by-step technical details are provided in the document linked at the bottom of the slide and on our Alma/Primo webpage. One thing that really stands out to me in this workflow is how much more libraries can now do locally to make batch changes within Alma. Basic steps:Preferably ahead of the Technical Freeze on May 1, a library would identify any Voyager records that will likely need to be restored post-migration, then file a Work Request Online type “Other” and share a file of Voyager bib ids that CARLI should extract. During the Technical Freeze when the bibs are no longer being changed in Voyager, CARLI staff will extract the original Voyager bib records. Using that extract, either the library or CARLI will pull the OCLC #s or 959 bib ids from the records into a second Excel or Text file.Soon after the production load, the library uses the file of OCLC #s or bib ids to create an Alma itemized set of records.Then, the library runs a job to unlink the itemized set of records from the Network Zone. Once run, the records are now in their IZ. The library then imports the original Voyager records, overlaying the matching IZ records. Finally, we recommend libraries run a job to set a high permission level on the specialized set. This will prevent users with lower catalog permission levels from editing the MARC bibliographic data in these highly-specialized records. <chart on next slide>Optionally, libraries can relink records to the NZ that have been unlinked if it is appropriate to do so, but it is not required since the resources are discoverable through Primo VE for anyone searching the “All I-Share Libraries” scope. *We anticipate some institutions will have no need for the post-migration workflow and expect some may have a small percentage of their collection that can benefit from this workflow. *Both Ex Libris and CARLI believe this workflow will meet most libraries needs for highly specialized materials. If you believe this workflow will not meet your needs, please email us at support@carli.Illinois.edu before March 25 so that we can discuss this with you further.

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/sites/files/i-share/documentation/Post-Migration%20Workflow%20to%20Restore%20Special%20Collection%20Bibliographic%20Records.pdf


CATALOGING PERMISSION LEVELS

Code Level

00 Default Level

10 Cataloging Student

20 Rapid Cat/Acquisitions Copy Cataloger

40 Copy Cataloger

50 Cataloging Supervisor

70 Special Formats/Special Collections

90 CARLI Office

Presenter
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This chart displays the recommended cataloging permission levels approved by the I-Share Network Zone Cataloging Advisory Group, and the box at the bottom shows how cataloging levels display in the Alma Metadata editor.When enhancing the cataloging level of records for the Post-Migration Workflow, I would recommend selecting Special Formats/Special Collections. This level was tested by members of the Cataloging Advisory Group and was found to successfully add an additional level of protection for the records from bibliographic edits by catalogers with a lower permission level. <back to #7>



If your library has documentation on local practices…
• Identify those practices and sample records that will help you and 

CARLI locate records.
Or, If your institutional memory is incomplete, but you know 
someone did something…
• Identify as much as you know and find sample records that will help 

you and CARLI locate records
Then…
• Get a small set of records and test the “Post-Migration 

Workflow”
• Consider moving data to Local Extensions or MFHDs ahead of 

migration.
Else, if you think that local data of this sort was used sparsely, or 
not at all, or only in MFHDs; then you’re in good shape!

WHAT SHOULD I BE DOING NOW?
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We realize that this all seems like a lot to comprehend, and possibly a lot of work put on your plates. We’d like to assure you that you do not need to stop everything and look at all of your bibliographic records. The work that we’re suggesting can be done incrementally, both now and later in Alma. Your data won’t be gone.The important things to do now, in addition to continuing to learn about Alma’s technical services workflows, is to identify what your current and historical practices have been. Are there instructions for specific scenarios? Guidelines for entering data in specific fields? Are you aware of specific records that may represent a template for finding others?If you can learn those details, then find the records, and then test the workflow offered here. You may make changes in advance of migration, and CARLI staff will help as much as time allows. But you shouldn’t feel pressure to do it all in advance. 



QUESTIONS



Thank you!

Please  contact us at 
support@carli.Illinois.edu
with additional questions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us today and thank you to the members of the I-Share Network Zone Cataloging Advisory Group for your work in testing many aspects of Alma and helping to compile these recommendations. We plan to share additional resources from the Cataloging Advisory Group soon on OCLC workflows, so please watch for a future announcement.As always, please contact us at CARLI Support with any additional questions.Thank you!

mailto:support@carli.Illinois.edu
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